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On the cover: Most field research at
the University of Arizona's Mesa
Agricultural Center has been moved
to the university's new Maricopa
Agricultural Center. Some projects,
including a branch of the UA Vet-
erinary Diagnostic Laboratory, re-
main at the old landmark in Mesa.
A feature story about the veterinary
lab begins on page four. (Photo by
Allan Fertig.)
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Pima Cotton Planting
Now At All -Time High

This year, cotton growers planted Pima cotton on about one -fourth
more Arizona acres than ever before. Nearly all of it is an improved vari-
ety, Pima S -6, developed by Dr. Carl V. Feaster and first released in 1983.

Pima is a type of cotton that has longer fibers and higher prices than
other cotton. Arizona grows more of it than any other state. Its jump in
acreage this year resulted largely from loosening of a federal acreage -
allotment program.

Feaster has released four new varieties of Pima cotton since 1960, each
with better yields than its predecessor. He is a Phoenix -based cotton breeder
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the University of Arizona.

Pima S -6 has yielded 4 to 18 percent more cotton than the previously
dominant variety, Feaster's Pima S -5, in controlled comparisons. It also
matures about 10 days earlier. That could save water for growers who
irrigate it fewer times, Feaster said.

The quick switchover from the old variety means farmers and advisers
are still finding ways to take full advantage of the new variety's potential.
For example, bolls of Pima S -6 are susceptible to pink bollworm damage
one week longer than S -5 bolls are, so UA entomologist Dr. Roger Huber
is working with growers to maximize the new variety's defenses against
that pest.

Meanwhile, Feaster is working on the next generation of improved
Pima varieties.

Dr. Carl Feaster checks a test variety of
Pima cotton. (Photo by R.G. Fowler.)
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Demand for Longer Fibers
Pima cotton's fibers, classed as "extra long staple," are in demand for

making strong thread and fine fabric, so farmers can usually sell a bale of
Pima cotton for about one and a half times what they get for a bale of the
more common "upland" or "short staple" class of cotton.

Until this year, a federal allotment program had controlled the amount
of Pima cotton planted.

"Now, the lid is off," said Sam Stedman of Casa Grande, cotton special-
ist and agricultural agent for the university's Cooperative Extension
Service. Arizonans' plantings of Pima cotton swelled to 58,000 acres this
spring, compared with a previous high of 44,500 acres and a 10 -year
average of 36,700 acres, according to the Arizona Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service. Pima cotton accounts for 11 percent of Arizona's total
cotton acreage this year.

Most of the 1984 increase comes on farms that have grown Pima cotton
in the past, rather than from new growers, reported County Agent Jim
Armstrong of Pima County and Stedman of Pinal County. Graham,
Maricopa, Yuma and Cochise counties also produce Pima cotton.

Under the old system, farmers did not grow more acres of Pima cotton
than they were allowed under federal allotments based on previous years'
crops. The allotments themselves acquired a value in trade. The new
federal program offers target -price and loan -price guarantees, like the
programs for upland cotton and several other crops. Growers can qualify
for deficiency payments if the market price drops below the target price.
Loan prices apply if a farmer uses his crop as collateral for a federal loan.

This year, the price- support program was available to growers who cut
back their acreage of Pima cotton by 10 percent. However, many growers
chose, instead, to pass up those incentives in favor of the chance to grow
more acres of the high -price cotton this year and possibly to increase their
acreage base for federal programs in the future.

Stan Gladden, a Marana -area farmer, is growing Pima cotton for the
first time in three years. He planted Pima S -6, but saw most of his crop
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damaged by hail. Gladden predicted that, with the changed federal pro-
gram, "You're going to see most of the long -staple production shifting to
the higher -producing areas out of Pima County and up towards Pinal
and Maricopa."

An Arizona -Born Crop
As its name suggests, Pima cotton is an Arizona -born crop. The late Dr.

Walker Bryan, a University of Arizona plant breeder, developed it. He
released Pima S -1 in 1953. Arizona usually grows about half of the
national Pima acreage, with New Mexico and the El Paso area of Texas
contributing the other half.

The trade -off for higher fiber quality is lower yield, compared with other
cotton. Over the past five years, Arizona farmers have harvested an
average of 762 pounds per acre of Pima cotton and 1,171 pounds per acre
of upland cotton.

The difference would be greater if not for Feaster's work. He released
Pima S -2 in 1960, Pima S -4 in 1966 and Pima S -5 in 1975.

While commercial yields for upland cotton have held about steady for
the past 25 years, commercial yields for Pima cotton have increased after
each new variety from Feaster has been adopted by growers. Overall,
Arizona's yields of Pima increased 37 percent between the period of
1955 -1961 and the period of 1976 -1982.

"We've made some drastic improvements in the heat tolerance of these
varieties," Feaster said as one explanation for their yield potential.

The newer varieties also can take advantage of richer growing conditions
than old Pima varieties. "In years gone by, people put their Pima on the
poorest land they had because it had a tendency to grow very rank," said
Feaster. "I don't think that's true anymore.... We're getting close to the
same demands for soil and fertilizer as upland has. You can still overwater
Pima easier than upland, though."

Susceptible to Pink Bollworm
Huber, the entomologist, said, "On Pima cotton, the major problem is

pink bollworm, ... but S -6 is quite different from S -5 in susceptibility."
The worm actually the larva of a moth - drowns inside the wet boll if it
enters an S -5 boll that is younger than two weeks. Young S -6 bolls are drier;
pink bollworms can survive in S -6 bolls as young as one week. In both
varieties, bolls five weeks old or older have hulls tough enough to keep
bollworms out.

On the other hand, S -6 plants mature faster than S -5 ones, which may
give growers more planting -date flexibility, said Huber. He is working on
evidence that late -planted cotton has better season -long tolerance to pests
than earlier plantings, for planting dates within a normal range.

Several Pima cotton growers are helping Huber collect data this year to
get a better understanding of the planting -date effect on pest tolerance.
Farmers and county agents in several parts of the state are also helping
Feaster test prospective varieties in his breeding program.

One fast -maturing and short -statured experimental variety might fit late
planting dates and closely spaced rows, said Feaster. It might be especially
helpful in higher -elevation areas such as in Graham County, where germi-
nation can be hampered by early- spring coolness.

Higher yield is still the priority of Feaster's breeding program, but
shorter -season varieties may provide the side benefits of savings on water
and on pest control costs, he said.
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The UA veterinary team helped the Reid
Park Zoo deal with a parasite problem

affecting the zoo's addax antelope. (Photo
by Allan Fertig.)
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Vet Sleuths Save Lives
A new team of detectives has helped save horses by uncovering a

poisonous weed problem in their pasture, helped zookeepers save
wallabies by tracking down a rare nutritional deficiency and discovered
that zinc in new pennies can kill puppies.

By identifying the bacterial culprit, the sleuths helped a Phoenix -area
horse breeder end a string of deaths of high -priced foals. By pinpointing
an unexpected nutritional problem, they helped put pep and productivity
back into a commercial dairy herd in central Arizona. They are on the
lookout for contagious diseases in pets and livestock anywhere in the
state.

The detectives are seven University of Arizona faculty scientists and
their assistants appointed to the Arizona Veterinary Diagnostic Labor-
atory, with headquarters in Tucson and a branch in Mesa. The new lab
started work last year, after funds to create it were approved by the
Arizona Legislature in 1982.

Arizona Land & People



About $300,000 in advanced equipment, plus the addition of new
personnel, have greatly expanded the amount of diagnostic service that
the university can provide for animal owners and veterinarians, said Dr.
Raymond Reed, a UA veterinary pathologist since 1952.

"We have always helped however we could, but now our capacities are
much greater," said Reed.

Last year, the lab handled about 150 specimens a month. "This year,
our case load has essentially doubled," said Dr. Gavin Meerdink, who
came to Arizona from Michigan in 1983 to head the lab. He expects the
case load to top 10,000 specimens per year as more Arizonans learn of
the facility. "We kept kind of quiet until January because we wanted to
get the tests and equipment working smoothly," he said.

The specimens may either be dead animals or samples such as tissue,
blood serum or milk from living animals. Tests on dead animals help
identify ways to protect other animals.

`A Lot of Expertise'
Dr. Mark Ashby, a veterinarian at Oracle, said that the people at the

Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory are helpful to him in his private
practice. "They have a lot of expertise in many areas, more than any one
practitioner can have," he said. "They help us when we have a tough
diagnostic problem."

Dr. Carlos Reggiardo, the lab's veterinary microbiologist, has the
equipment and expertise to find, grow and identify bacteria or viruses
from infected specimens. Dr. Jim Shively, veterinary pathologist, uses
both light and electron microscopes to identify tissue abnormalities,
infectious microbes and parasites.

Meerdink, a toxicologist, spots any evidence of harmful chemicals
and works with chemist Dana Perry to identify the toxins even at levels
in the parts -per -billion range. Reed and diagnostician Dr. Ted Noon
round out the faculty of the Tucson lab, and pathologist Dr. Ed Bicknell
heads a branch lab at the university's Mesa Agricultural Center.

Ashby said that Meerdink helped him identify the problem that killed
one horse in Catalina this year. "He figured out that it had been eating
burroweed, which is toxic," said Ashby. "Without someone there in
toxicology, we probably wouldn't have figured that out."

In this case, the diagnosis may have saved the lives of other horses
that were moved out of the problem pasture, said Ashby.

The lab gets many of its cases from veterinarians, but accepts
specimens for testing from the public as well. Fees are set for the various
tests available.

"We can work most efficiently with practicing veterinarians," said
Meerdink. "The practitioner is familiar with the animal's environment
and history, and can best determine the direction for a thorough
investigation."

He added, "We leave treatment recommendations to the practitioners.

The UA Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory
used its electron microscope in ruling out
an apparent virus infection of the giant
anteaters at Reid Park Zoo in Tucson.
(Photo by Allan Fertig.)
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Left: Microbiologist Dr. Carlos Reggiardo
examines a sample of infected tissue at the

campus laboratory.
Center: Dr. Edward Bicknell heads the

Mesa branch of the UA Veterinary Diag-
nostic Laboratory. (Photos by Allan Fertig.)

Right: Marlene Stahl works on the growth
and identification of bacteria and viruses.

We specialize in diagnosing the problem and the practitioner specializes
in maintaining the animal's health."

Protecting Livestock
About half of the lab's specimens have been from commercial

livestock, and that fraction is growing.
Bicknell worked with a dairy in the Phoenix area last winter where

several calves had died. "It looked like some kind of virus problem, since
the animals were not responding to treatment," he said. He sent tissue
samples to the Tucson lab via the university's daily courier.

"The tests came out negative for viruses, but they did find bacteria,"
said Bicknell. Knowing which bacterium was the problem and which
antibiotics control it best, the dairyman stepped up treatment and
stopped the disease from killing more calves.

For the horse breeder who had lost four valuable foals, Reggiardo
identified the infectious cause as a type of salmonella bacterium and
determined that it was new on the owner's farm. He identified which
mares had been exposed to the bacteria and worked with the breeder
and the breeder's veterinarian to stop the problem.

The lab keeps on an alert status for contagious livestock diseases,
such as foot -and -mouth disease and hog cholera, that may enter
Arizona from other states or Mexico, said Meerdink.

The lab helps Dr. Karl Pugh of St. Johns and other veterinarians
around the state who check swine for pseudorabies before the animals
can be entered in county fairs.

It also compiles information on the frequencies of specific problems
in order to help set veterinary research priorities. The scientists have
been surprised by the frequency of cattle reproductive problems linked
to infection by chlamydia bacteria. "That has been a common diagnosis
by us in calf abortions," said Reggiardo.

Penny- Poisoned Pet
Most lab specimens that are not from livestock come from pets. Dr.

Joe Yearous, veterinarian of the Rincon Small Animal Clinic in Tucson,
said that the new lab "helps with a big percent of my problem
cases.... 1 consider it a very valuable asset to my practice." He said
that the lab's use of an electron microscope allows it to make specific
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diagnoses of parvo virus, an important health problem among dogs.
Detailed analysis of one puzzling death this summer led to lab's

discovery that new pennies can pose a zinc -poisoning threat to small
dogs. Stomach acids can eat through the copper coating over the zinc
core of pennies minted since 1982, Meerdink explained. Dissolved zinc
is absorbed into the blood and concentrated by the liver. The liver of the
small dog in which penny poisoning was documented had about six
times the normal concentration of zinc.

"A mentally square adult dog is not likely to eat a penny, but it is
something a puppy might do," said Meerdink.

The most exotic specimens for the lab are from zoos and the Arizona
Game and Fish Department. The animals tested have ranged from a
rare, thumb -size dove to a rhinoceros and a black bear.

Wallabies and Macaques
In wallabies from Tucson's Reid Park Zoo, the lab identified a muscle -

degeneration disease linked to deficiencies of selenium and vitamin E in the
diet. Some animals had died and others were weak.

"It had become a detective case to figure out what was happening,"
said zoo curator Mike Flint. "It can get extremely tricky when you're
dealing with a scale of two to four parts -per -million in the diet, and
you're seeing such serious effects."

He said, "We found out that the animals were avoiding the alfalfa
pellets in their diet that contained the selenium they needed." After the
problem was diagnosed, solving it was easy with changes in the diet.

A Celebes macaque that had had recurring problems with anemic
diarrhea since arriving in Tucson seven years ago was having trouble
coping with the stress of.a pregnancy this year. Reggiardo figured out
which micro -organisms in the monkey's stomach were responsible and
helped the zoo staff develop a way to monitor the problem and treat
flare -ups early.

The lab has also helped the zoo recently with parasite problems in
birds and antelope and with sores on a giant anteater.

"We have a tremendous relationship with the university people," said
Flint. "They make our job a lot easier."

Meerdink said, "Diversity is really the hallmark of this lab. We get a
little of everything, and we have to be thorough. We want to be sure
about everything we say. The university is a place people come for
facts."

The UA veterinarians helped the Reid Park
Zoo in Tucson keep this Celebes macaque
mother healthy during her pregnancy.
(Photo by Allan Fertig.)
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Yavapai Tour Still Popular
By Lorraine Kingdon Two middle -aged buses, a backup pickup -in case a bus broke

Photos by Allan Fertig down -and a university car searched out obscure county roads leading
to some of the most historic ranches in Yavapai County this spring.
Raising a cloud of dust that would have done credit to the Lone Ranger,
the buses carried nearly 100 guests on the 1984 annual Yavapai County
Ranch Tour.

The popular trek is sponsored by the Yavapai Cattle Growers, the
Prescott Chamber of Commerce and the University of Arizona Cooper-
ative Extension Service. The tour has become so well known that this
year's was completely reserved four months in advance.

Carlton Camp, county extension director, led the group, giving a
running commentary as the buses rolled, bumped and lurched through
the country north of Prescott.

We heard ranch owners Bill and Betty Wells from the Bar H and the V
7, Tom Perkins from the Perkins Ranch and Dave Gipe from the Bar
Heart explain the way it was back when and the way it is now. One
hundred years of tradition have taken the area's ranchers from cattle
drives to computers, but hard work has never gone out of style.

As we stood under a spreading tree that must have grown up with the
ranch, Betty Lo Wells talked about the ranch her father Claud Aiken
started: "This ranch was put together with a dream and plenty of sweat.
Dad didn't even have the proverbial shoestring. He did have a good
head, a driving ambition and a terrific amount of enthusiasm for

Many ranch jobs still require horsepower. whatever he did. He was chore boy, hunter, prospector, farmer,
This corral is near Perkinsville. sheepman, cowboy and rancher."
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Claud Aiken moved to Arizona in 1905 from Texas. Betty's mother
Hazel came in 1910 from Washington. They wed in 1920 and home-
steaded the Bar H in 1928. Betty said, "Dad took up a 360 -acre grazing
homestead and Mother picked up a relinquishment on a homestead
adjoining. To prove up on the land, they had to live on both homesteads.
So the house stands on the line, half on one homestead and half on the
other."

Foresight and Hard Work
Betty told us, "Every time he got a few dollars ahead, Dad bought a

few acres. He bought a little piece here or there, more at a tax sale,
picking up homesteads from people who wanted to sell or trade. He
always said the land would be worth a lot of money someday."

Besides cowboying for other ranches, her father cooked, worked as
janitor at the county courthouse, and was trail guard and pump man for
the sheep trail. Meantime, he looked after his own little bunch of cattle
and raised a huge garden. Betty said, "We don't know what tough is,
compared to him."

Of course, men weren't the only pioneers to work hard. Betty's
mother canned hundreds of jars of tomatoes, string beans, peaches,
pears, applesauce, jams, jellies, relishes and even catsup. She also did
laundry to supplement the family income. "She carried water in buckets,
first from a spring below the barn, later from a well up the hill," said
Betty. "I thought I was pretty big when I could carry a bucketful in each
hand without slopping my shoes full."

Bill Wells led our troop to a barn and a fenced, green meadow nearby.
He said the ranch normally feeds 100 cattle in spring and summer in the
meadow and about 300 calves in the winter. "We used to raise
Herefords, but now I believe crossbreds are the only way to go -half
Hereford and half Brahma or Charolais."

Someone asked about water. "It depends if you're talking about then
or now," Carlton Camp said. "Now even Phoenix is looking to Chino The wind pumps water near the Wells

Valley as a possible water source; the Verde River is a natural aqueduct.
It used to be that Del Rio Springs had the most dependable water in the
country. Santa Fe Railroad has owned the springs for 50 years; they
hauled water to Flagstaff to use for their steam engines."

Bill said that Prescott now pumps water from artesian wells in the
area; "really, except in the spring, they aren't artesian wells anymore."
Artesian water was discovered in Chino Valley in 1930. A few years later
Claud Aiken drilled his first irrigation well, for an alfalfa field. Bill said,
"When Aiken started, he didn't know what a pump was. He just
punched a hole in the ground and got water -a thousand gallons a
minute. Those days are gone."

Grasshoppers and Dry Grass
Rain was pretty scarce in Yavapai County this spring. Carlton warned

before the tour, only half facetiously, "We may find only dried out grass
and grasshoppers." The Wells have faced dry weather before; Bill told
us, "I remember in 1953, we didn't get rain until September. I got to
thinking that hell wasn't over 100 yards away."

As we listened, Bill's grandsons rode into sight over a nearby rise,
herding six young buffalo down for a good look at us. The buffalo
looked well -fed, frisky and ready to pose for a new version of the buffalo
nickel. Why buffalo on an Arizona ranch? As Bill put it, "I figured I was

June 1984
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Bar Heart V Seven 76 Ranch -P

getting old enough I could play if I wanted to."
Our next stop was near the railroad on a hilltop at Jerome Junction,

close to Tom Perkins' home. He is president of the Yavapai County
Cattle Growers Association and the grandson of Marion A. Perkins,
who homesteaded in the area in 1900.

The grasshoppers and dry grass surrounding us testified that rain had
indeed been short this spring -just an inch since January, and this was
June. But the range had looked good enough back at the first of the
century to lure Marion Perkins coming from Texas on a two -year drive
with 1,500 cattle. He left Texas because a law allowed only eight sections
per homestead; it just wasn't enough land.

Tom said, "Our ranch, the Perkins Ranch, was first started by Baker
and Campbell in 1876. Their brand was the 76. My grandfather bought
their open -range rights and arrived in what is now known as Perkinsville
with a herd of cattle in November 1900. The brands used today date
from 1923 and later -the TFH and Bar P."

That cattle drive had troubles seldom seen in Western movies. Tom
told the story: "On July 5, 1898, my grandfather, his family and several
neighbors started from Fort David in Texas. He didn't own all 1,500
head of cattle when the drive started, but he did by the time they got to
Perkinsville. When they were someplace between Holbrook and Wins-
low, they ran into trouble with alkaline poisoning. And, he heard that
Baker and Campbell were trying to back out of the deal, so he returned
his cattle to Luna, New Mexico." The sale wasn't settled until the
following year, when Perkins and his family completed the long trek.

Roundup on the Open Range
Actually, Perkins had only squatters' and range rights. There were no

fences; the range was entirely open. Each rancher had to watch his own
cattle and keep them pushed back on his own range. In the spring, all
the ranchers in the area joined in the roundup. Each rancher would stay
with the roundup as it moved farther and farther from home territory



TFH Flying D Quarter Circle Lazy Five

until no more of his calves showed up. Then, the cowboys would head
home.

Tom claims that, though his father Nick might not have recognized a
person the second time he saw him, once Nick saw a cow, he knew it for
life. Nick liked big brands. He said that you only put a brand on once,
but you have to look at it a thousand times.

Forty -five years ago, the Perkins family started raising crossbred
cattle, an unpopular move at the time. Tom said, "Even 20 to 30 years
ago, you couldn't find anything but Herefords around here. The first
time we brought in a semi -truck load of Brahma bulls, the horses ran
backwards when they saw them. Now, we're very proud of the distinctive
`Perkins cow' look."

Poverty Flat and Perkinsville
The back -road part of the tour really began at this point. Dust clouds

separated the buses as we bumped along narrow tracks that were mostly
rocks. Next stop was "Poverty Flat," the homestead of the V -7 ranch.
The ranch was once part of Marion Perkins' holding, but Austin Nunn
bought it before 1928.

After Nunn married Annie Jaggard in 1928, they built the house at
Poverty Flat. Wells bought the ranch in 1952. The old ranch house is
still in use, along with a newer home.

A stop in Prescott National Forest gave Forest Service retiree Jack
Bohning a chance to explain tree -removal projects designed to improve
the range. After lunch beside the Verde River, the tour moved on to
Perkinsville, named by the Santa Fe Railroad in 1912. Once, it had a
post office, a small store and a school. Tom Perkins' mother taught
there, and he attended until the eighth grade.

Now it's a drowsy, abandoned siding with only a small house and
boarded -up school. But it must have bustled during the two Hollywood
productions that have taken advantage of Perkinsville's ranch -town
looks.

From Left:
Betty Wells tells how her father home-
steaded the Bar H Ranch. Tour organizer
Carlton Camp listens.
W. J. "Bill" Wells
Tom Perkins
Bar Heart foreman John Herron
Dave Gipe
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Buffalo at the Wells ranch run with the
cattle.
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Dave Gipe's Bar Heart Ranch was the tour's last stop. Although the
present owners bought it in 1978, the ranch dates back to 1911. Dave
said, "At one time, the ranch covered an area from Williams to the
Verde River. The part above the Mogollon Rim was summer range, with
winter range `under the Rim."'

In 1911, George Barney held a temporary homesteader's permit for
more than 1,000 head. He sold it to Shea and Goodwin in 1915.
Historical names appear in the list of those holding smaller permits over
the years: Ochoa, Brazil, Perkins, King Merritt and Putenney. More
recently, Sam Steiger, `Doc' Chapman, Tom McNeely, and Bill Mc-
Cullough have owned the property.

Dave said, "We select beef for the consumer who wants lean meat.
We're running a three -way cross between Brahma, Angus and Herefords
to get a yield grade of two to two -and -a -half. Anything more is wasty."

He summed it up for all the ranchers when he said, "There's a lot of
fun in the cattle business, but in the final analysis, it has to be
economically sound. The business you love can turn into the business
you hate -if it doesn't work for you. Anybody in the cattle business
works hard."

Arizona Land & People



In a University of Arizona laboratory, specially altered bacteria are
smuggling selected genes into plants from other types of plants and from
bacteria.

UA biochemist Dr. Hans J. Bohnert, in charge of the project, predicted
that the ability to move selected genes into crop plants "will have a wider
impact than any other application of genetic engineering." However, he
said, few researchers work on plant gene engineering compared with the
number in animal projects such as moving genes from rats to mice or getting
modified animal cells to churn out useful biochemicals.

Bohnert has already used the smuggler bacteria, which he helped
develop, to put genes from peas and bacteria into tobacco plants.

He and colleagues are working to select genes for improving plants'
resistance to salt and drought and for loosening an apparent bottleneck in
plants' conversion of sunlight into food.

Tobacco plants have given Bohnert some advantages in the initial devel-
opment of techniques. He is also working on cotton plants and intends to
apply the gene additions to food plants.

June 1984
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Dr. Hans Bohnert describes a technique
for identifying specific enzymes, which are
coded by specific genes. (Photos by Ted
Bundy.)
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The process for adding genes works now, he said, "but the problem with
adding genes to plants is that it's hard to know what will be a useful gene."

Seeking Genes for Salt Tolerance
The genes he has transferred so far do not carry traits with a foreseeable

agricultural advantage. One makes the plant resistant to an antibiotic named
kanamycin. Another makes an enzyme that changes one amino acid in the
plant, arginine, into a related compound, nopaline, which the smuggler
bacteria like to eat. He has also transferred important genetic stop- and -go
signals needed for the plant to interpret its new genes.

Salt resistance is one trait with great potential for agricultural benefits.
Salt in water or soil limits crop choices and productivity for farmers in
many areas worldwide. In Arizona, salt problems affect some areas near
Safford, Buckeye, Yuma and elsewhere.

In search of a gene that adds salt resistance, Bohnert's group of re-
searchers is using iceplant. It is a succulent plant that changes some of its
enzymes according to whether it is grown in salty or unsalty conditions.

"We have identified some enzymes that are made only under high -salt
conditions," said Bohnert. "Finding the genes for them is the next step."
The enzymes allow the plant to store up carbon dioxide from the atmo-
sphere at night. Photosynthesis in daylight turns the carbon dioxide into
food. Without these enzymes, the plant would need to keep more pores
open in daytime to take in carbon dioxide. Keeping pores closed reduces
evaporation of water from the plant.

Frank Katterman

Plant Cells Begin the Same:
The cells in a leaf are genetically the same as the cells in the same plant's

root, so how do roots and leaves become different?
Dr. Frank R. H. Katterman, a University of Arizona plant scientist,

studies what makes cells that start out the same divide into cells that begin
to differ from each other. He has developed a system in which he can spot
the exact stage when differentiation starts, so he can check various bio-
chemical changes that may trigger the differentiation.

An improved ability to regenerate plants from test -tube cultures of cells
would widen the variety of agricultural benefits likely from the genetic-
engineering breakthroughs of the past decade, Katterman said. However,
for many types of plants, including some important crops, getting general-
ized cell cultures to start differentiating into functioning plants is difficult.

"For example, you can grow soybean cells in cultures for 10 years, but
you can't get a root to start from them," said Katterman.

He and his graduate student John Thomas are studying how differentia-
tion starts. Their system uses undifferentiated cells from carrots, growing in
test -tube cultures, rather than normally developing plant embryos in seeds.

Dr. Hans Bohnert and several other scientists worldwide are altering
plants with new techniques of genetic engineering. Possible crop benefits
include reduced needs for water or fertilizer, and improved characteristics
in the harvested product. Selected genes can be smuggled into plants'
chromosomes, or two types of plants that are mismatched for normal inter-
breeding can be genetically combined through a technique called proto-
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Drought Tolerance and Photosynthesis
"Salt tolerance and drought tolerance are closely related," said Bohnert.

Less evaporation from the plant means less salt stress because evaporation
concentrates the salts left behind. The enzymes that his group has isolated
from iceplant are also found in several other salt -tolerant and drought -
tolerant plants.

The researchers plan to use the smuggler bacteria to put various ice -
plant genes, including unidentified ones, into millions of other plant cells,
then test those by large -scale screening tests to identify the ones with the
right genes.

Bohnert helped engineer the smuggler bacterium at Germany's Max
Plank Institute. He moved from there to the University of Arizona in 1983.

"It's called agrobacterium," he said. "Normally it infects plants and
makes tumors grow on them, but we have modified it so that after the
infection, the result is not a tumor, but another plant."

The process for putting kanamycin resistance into tobacco plants not
only shows that this method for genetic engineering can work on plants, it
also gives a tool for finding plant genes that might be worth moving from
one plant to another. Where the inserted genes cut into the tobacco plant's
lineup of genes, they make it easier to identify adjacent genes, said Bohnert.

In another possible application, Bohnert is working with a UA bio-
chemist Dr. Richard C. Jensen, an expert on photosynthesis. They will
check ways that genetic tinkering might speed up this basic step in all food
production.

Divide Into Roots and Leaves
plast fusion. Both methods depend on manipulations at the cell -culture
level. Katterman said, "If you get a beneficial change, but can't regenerate
the cells into a plant, it does no good."

Genetic engineering with plants has concentrated on the few types easiest
to clone, such as tobacco. On the other hand, some cereal grains and other
crops have not been successfully regenerated from cell cultures. Success has
been spotty with other crops. For example, varieties of corn and cotton
have been regenerated using formulas found through lengthy trial and
error, "but then the same recipes usually won't work for closely related
varieties," said Katterman. "We want to understand more of the general
principles that apply to all plants. What makes plant cells differentiate in
the first place ?"

In his carrot cell cultures, differentiation shows up when individual cells
take on characteristic shapes, well ahead of large -scale changes such as the
formation of a visible root structure. By manipulating these cultures with
plant hormones and with a chemical that is like a faulty letter in the DNA
code, Katterman and Thomas have probed how closely differentiation is
tied the replication of DNA.

Katterman said, "There apparently is a relationship between DNA
replication and cell differentiation. The next step will be to determine
which genes of the replicating DNA are directly responsible for the onset of
differentiation. This is where the tools of genetic engineering will be
extremely helpful."

The clumped growth of cells on this plant
is caused by a bacteria that can slip new
genes into plant chromosomes.
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Dr. William Martin
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Prices Lower Water Use
Price increases, not just preachments, lowered per capita water use in

Tucson during the 1970s, and could do it again if prices reflected the real
cost of water, says a new book by University of Arizona authors.

In cities across the Southwest, "the public may believe that water is
scarce and should be conserved, but those beliefs have not yet been
translated into public policy or private practice," says Saving Water in a
Desert City, published this summer by Johns Hopkins University Press.

The book's four authors are Dr. William E. Martin, an agricultural
economist, Dr. Helen M. Ingram, a political scientist specializing in
natural resource issues, Nancy K. Laney, a law student, and Adrian H.
Griffin, a UA graduate in water resource administration.

From an analysis of water management in Tucson since 1974, they
wring lessons for this and other cities. They say that policies of trying to
keep water costs low merely encourage urban growth and water use,
which make water more scarce and expensive in the long run.

They prescribe water rates based on what the expense would be of
adding to the present water supply, rather than on just recovering the
costs of the existing system. For Tucson today, that would mean raising
water rates by at least half.

"If this rule is followed, consumers will receive a correct signal about
the relative scarcity of water and react accordingly," says the book. "To
preach water scarcity while hiding the real cost of water sends conflicting
signals."

From fiscal year 1974 to fiscal 1979, Tucsonans decreased their
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average water use from 205 gallons per day per person to 148 gallons.
The drop has been widely cited as evidence for the success of the city's

annual "Beat the Peak" public education campaign. To the contrary,
Martin and his co- authors point out that the decrease began before the
"Beat the Peak" program, but after a water -rate increase of 30 to 40
percent in 1974. Rates were increased further in 1976 and in 1977 when
the educational campaign began.

Per -capita water use figures began climbing again after fiscal 1979,
reaching 166 gallons per day by fiscal 1982. During that period, "Beat
the Peak" was still in place, but water rates actually declined in terms
adjusted for inflation.

Peak flow determines the size of water system needed for a city. In
Tucson and other Southwestern cities, the peak demand comes in late
afternoons or early evenings in June or July, when the flow for outdoor
watering and evaporative cooling is heaviest.

The "Beat the Peak" campaign, as proposed by the new Citizen's
Water Advisory Committee in 1977, aimed to delay the need for
expanding the city's water system by cutting peak usage. The new book
quotes from that committee's proposal that the campaign be "solely in
the interest of controlling capital costs and customer charges. The
committee specifically disavows any intent to sound an alarm as to the
adequacy of the water supply."

The book's authors point out that Tucsonans' tap- tightening in the
1970s came as a reduced year -round average, not as a reduced ratio of
peak use to year -round use.

They construct demand curves for water use in Tucson, showing the
relationship between price and quantity used. The curves are based on
water -use records from 2,159 residences from 1974 to 1979.

"Many of the changes in per capita water use both decreases and
increases can be attributed directly to price itself," they say. Also,
though, "price is not the only variable affecting behavior. The demand
for water tends to shift (toward lower usage) when an increasing price
signal is accompanied by preachment and politics that reinforce that
price signal."

The authors examine the political problems associated with raising
water rates. They review the furor of Tucson city politics in the mid -
1970s. A newly elected majority on the city council in 1976 agreed to
most of a rate increase and restructuring package proposed by the
Tucson Water Department staff and a consulting firm. The increase was
a key issue of a successful recall election in January 1977, but the
replacement council members who had pledged to roll back the increase
failed to do so.

The authors suggest that implementing the popular "Beat the Peak"
program or forming the Citizens' Water Advisory Committee before
raising water rates might have reduced the political damage. They also
note that the new water policy endured despite the turmoil around it.

Water rates in Tucson and other Southwestern cities are still well
below the real costs of making additions to the water supply, say the
authors. They maintain that a combination of pricing, politics and
preaching can drastically reduce water use, mostly through changes to
less green landscaping.

They conclude, "The most profound lessons of the events in Tucson
are that the policy system is more flexible than it appears, policy
leadership can become available, and change is possible."
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Cows in a holding pen at Arizona Dairy,
awaiting their turns in the milking parlor,

are cooled by sprinklers and by large fans
that move moist air out and dry air in.

(Photo by Allan Fertig.)

Heat Saps
Cows' Energy

The heat that saps many Arizonans' energy during the summer
collects a toll from Arizona dairy cows, too, a toll partly measured in
lost gallons of milk.

A new system using quick showers and a cooling breeze for cows
waiting in holding pens before each summertime milking can lower the
body temperature of overheated cows back near normal. The system can
easily pay for itself in increased milk production on dairies in hot, dry
climates, say University of Arizona researchers.

UA agricultural engineer Dr. Frank Wiersma designed the system.
Finding cost -effective ways to cool cows in summer has been a priority
in his work for more than two decades.

He and UA dairy specialist Dennis Armstrong are monitoring
holding -pen cooling systems this season at Arizona Dairy near Higley,
Del Rio Dairy near Cashion, Schuberg Dairy near Higley, Stotz Dairy
near Buckeye, and Baca Linda Dairy near Litchfield Park.

Modern dairy cows work in high gear to produce 10 to 12 gallons of
milk per day. Their high metabolism makes them "walking furnaces,"
says Wiersma. The body heat helps keep them productive in cool
climates, but means stress in hot weather. Their body temperatures start
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to climb above normal when the air temperature stays above 85 to 90
degrees Fahrenheit.

Most of Arizona's 175 dairy operations are within 50 miles of
Phoenix, where summer temperatures commonly top 105 degrees in the
day. The air often stays warmer than 85 degrees all night, so cows do not
get a chance to cool off fully before the next day's heat. In those
conditions, their body temperatures can stay 2 to 4 degrees above
normal for weeks at a time.

"The stress is cumulative," says Armstrong. "A cow in 105 degrees in May
or June is not in as much stress as the same cow in the same heat in August,
because the early months take a lot out of her by late summer."

When the air is hotter than the cow, the only way for her to shed
excess heat is by evaporation from her hide and from moist surfaces of
her air passages as she breathes.

Less Milk and Fewer Conceptions
When the cow cannot shed excess heat, her metabolism must slow

down. She eats less and she gives less milk. Per -cow production of milk
drops by 20 to 30 percent in the Arizona summer. The heat stress also
causes problems in conceptions and pregnancies. Successful pregnancy
rates for Arizona dairy cows bred in winter average 50 to 55 percent, but
in summer the success rate drops to 5 to 10 percent.

Dairies' simplest way to protect cows from heat is to block the
sunlight with solid overhead shades in the outdoor corrals where the
cattle spend most of their time. The shaded areas are left open to natural
air currents, which help relieve the cows' own body heat.

However, corral shades are not enough under very hot conditions. In
the past, many alternatives for extra cooling have been tried with mixed
results, including messy wallows and expensive air refrigeration.

Wiersma began showing positive results about 15 years ago from
evaporative coolers mounted under corral shades. Now, 15 to 20 percent
of the dairy cows in the state have evaporative cooling in their corrals.

Corral cooling nearly halves the summer heat's effect on milk
production, turning a 20 to 30 percent drop into one of just 10 to 12
percent, according to several years of UA tests. It also pulls the summer
success rate for pregnancies up to 20 to 25 percent.

Though practical, evaporative coolers for each corral shade are
expensive, so Wiersma has looked for additional systems for cooling
cows. He identified the situations where heat stress is at its worst.

On most dairies, cows spend 15 minutes to an hour in a holding pen
two or three times each day waiting for their turn in the milking parlor.
Most holding pens add to the cows' heat stress in summer because the
pens are crowded and hot. Cows are sprayed briefly from underneath to
clean udders, but the enclosed air quickly becomes steamy. No more
moisture can evaporate to cool the cows.

"If you try standing in the middle of one of those crowded holding
pens on a hot day, you find out fast that the heat is right on the
borderline of unbearable," says Wiersma.

Changing a Steam Bath to a Cool Shower
To change the holding -pen wait from a steam bath to a cool respite,

Wiersma's design adds overhead sprinklers and large fans that bring in dry
outside air. The sprinklers douse the waiting cows for about 30 seconds

Cows are wetted for cooling when they
walk through the gate to their corrals from
the milking parlor at Schuberg Dairy near
Higley. (Photo by Frank Wiersma.)
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Frank Wiersma adjusts a gate at Schuberg
Dairy so that cows will turn on a shower as
they pass through. (Photo by Allan Fertig.)

every five minutes. The flow of dry air evaporates moisture from the cows'
hair and skin, making their body surfaces quite cool.

For an initial investment of $8,000 and annual operating costs of
about $1,500, this system increased milk production by about a quart of
milk per cow per day last summer. Season -long, that adds up to about
$17,500 worth of milk for a dairy with 500 cows, the average for
Arizona.

At least 20 dairies in the state have already installed similar systems.
"It may well become a standard practice for Arizona dairies," says
Armstrong. Dairymen from about half of the dairies in the state saw
Wiersma's system at Del Rio Dairy during a UA demonstration day in
May.

The system should be effective even in more humid areas where corral
evaporative coolers are impractical, say the researchers. The holding-
pen system is less expensive than corral systems, and provides more
direct cooling by evaporation from the animals' hides, rather than just
cooling the air around the animals.

Some of the systems give cows a little extra cooling after milking. As
each cow leaves the milking parlor, she trips an automatic sprinkler that
gives her one last spray. Evaporation in dry air outside cools the cows
for about 15 additional minutes.

Armstrong and Wiersma are also testing shades over cows' feed
mangers. Cows that do not have to stand in the sun for daytime feeding
eat more and produce more milk than cows with unshaded mangers.
With a shaded place to eat, cooled cows that are returning from milking
stop and eat after summer milkings. That is normal during cooler
weather, but uncooled cows with unshaded mangers tend to skip the
feeding stop after summer milkings. When they eat less, they give less
milk.

Cows that get no cooling before milking have body temperatures
averaging about 104 degrees from noon to midnight in the summer.
Cows that get the cold showers have body temperatures of about 102,
instead. Wiersma measured the temperatures at milking times, but
believes the lower temperatures for the cooled cows indicate effects that
last for hours, because internal body temperatures change slowly.

"Those cows that are sprinkled spend a far more comfortable day in
the summer than those that are not," he says.
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Knowledge in the Making
Cattle Move In:
Elk Move Out

Elk stopped using the meadows much when cattle
moved in for the first time in 19 years, concluded a 4 -year
study of elk, cattle and deer on a site near Heber on the
Apache -Sitgreaves National Forest.

Wildlife biologist Dr. Paul R. Krausman of the Uni-
versity of Arizona said that elk at the Circle -Bar Pasture
site moved to poorer, wooded habitat after 1980, when
cattle started grazing the open meadows that the elk had
favored. "This may be one of the best elk calving areas in
the Southwest," said Krausman of the study site. The
number of elk has not dropped, but Krausman said that
their future calving rates under the changed conditions
should be studied.

Populations of elk in Arizona are large and increasing,
in contrast with past elk numbers and with current
numbers of some other large wildlife species, such as big-
horn sheep. "We don't have any red flags to put up," said
Krausman. "Still, the elk did move when the livestock
came in, and that could be fairly critical not right now in
Arizona, but it's important to know in making manage-
ment decisions." Rapid growth of towns and building of
vacation homes in the Mogollon Rim area will complicate
management of both wildlife and livestock there in the
future, he predicted.

Irrigation Tape Reduces Water Need
Rows of cabbage and squash growing above buried drip -

irrigation tape needed only about half the water and half
the phosphorus fertilizer as furrow -irrigated rows in recent
tests. The rows irrigated with 6- inch -deep drip lines
matched or bettered the harvests from the furrow -irrigated
rows, said the University of Arizona researchers who grew
these test plots at the UA Marana Agricultual Center.

"It's sort of taken for granted that you can save water
with drip, but I think the extra advantages are what will
make the difference in commercial use," said UA horti-
culturist Dr. Norman Oebker. He worked on this project
with Ibrahim Rubeiz and soils scientist Dr. Jack Stroehlein
to test an experimental, water- soluble phosphorus fertilizer.

Coyote Gourd Could Become
Profitable Commercial Crop

University of Arizona researchers are checking whether
the coyote gourd, a wild desert plant that's a shirttail
relative of the pumpkin, could become an agricultural
crop. If so, it might provide starch for hundreds of uses,
protein supplement for animal feed and oil for industrial
uses. Dr. James Berry, a food scientist, and Dr. Allen
Gathman and Dr. John Nelson, plant scientists, are
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Elk pause during grazing in a central Arizona meadow. (Photo
by Wes Keyes, Arizona Game and Fish Department.)

beginning to answer questions about possible domesti-
cation of the coyote gourd.

They have collected seeds from gourds growing wild in
many hot, dry sites in the U.S. Southwest and Mexico, in

order to begin work with as much genetic variation as
possible. They tested a variety of irrigation schedules and
plant spacings in test plots this year on UA agricultural
centers at Mesa and Maricopa. Berry has already deter-
mined that coyote gourd starch has some sought -after
properties for processed foods.

The researchers know that, even when they find answers
to the chemical and genetic puzzles of the coyote gourd,
they cannot guarantee it will become a profitable crop.

Women's Nutrition Subject of Study
Nutritional problems identified by a study of women in

five Western states show the importance of nutritional
checkups and of improving diets before medical problems
become evident, according to Dr. Mary Ann Kight, a
nutrition professor at the University of Arizona.

Being overweight was the major nutritional problem
identified by the 506 women in the study, most of whom
were in the 30 -to -50 -year age group. One -fourth were obese
according to skinfold measurements. Serious shortages in
dietary minerals, especially iron and calcium, also showed
up in the study. Calcium and the proper calcium -to-
phosphorus ratio are necessary to keep a good bone
structure, said Kight.

Analyzing a person's diet and deciding what changes to
make is a job for professional registered dieticians, not for
clerks in health -food stores or for people who sell food
supplements, Kight emphasized.
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Arizonans You Should Know
Dr. William Hale, whose

research about cattle feeding
has been applied internation-
ally, has been selected for the
Fellow Award of the Ameri-
can Society of Animal Sci-
ence. He has been a professor
of animal science at the Uni-
versity of Arizona for 24
years. His research showing
nutritional and economic ad-
vantages of steam -flaking of
cereal grains for cattle diets Dr. William Hale

has led to widespread use of that technology in the feedlot
industry. He has also contributed new knowledge in the
areas of low -energy "reconstitution" of feed grains to
improve nutritional quality, the value of hormones for
promoting growth, the need for vitamin A in hot climates,
and the use of roughages, animal fats and non -protein
nitrogen in cattle diets. As a teacher, he has guided more
than 40 students through advanced degree programs.

Students on the University of Arizona livestock judging
team finished their 1983 -84 season in the top quarter of 31
teams at the Houston Livestock Show. The team, coached
by Robert Hough, placed fourth in judging of beef cattle
and fifth in both sheep and horse judging. Team member
Jim Loughhead of Buckeye accumulated the fifth highest
individual score at the contest. Other team members are
Bill Barnett of Nogales, Allan Hurliman of Chandler,
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Shaunna Narducci of Tucson, Wendy Olson of Pearce,
Oscar Rivero of Tucson and Holly Wheeler of Roll. The
team helps the UA Cooperative Extension Service conduct
youth contests in livestock judging around the state.

Lester Dawson, Maricopa County's agricultural exten-
sion agent specializing in forage crops, was picked among a
nationwide group of county agents for an expenses -paid
study tour in the U.S. Northwest. Dawson has helped
alfalfa growers deal with pest and disease problems, irri-
gation efficiency and preservation of quality in hay
packaged in one -ton bales. His fertilizer tests on growers'
fields showed ways to increase yields. Dawson has also
conducted variety tests of corn, sorghum and sudangrass
and compared herbicides for controlling pasture weeds. He
writes a newsletter for growers, helps compile a weekly hay
market report, and has helped conduct three "Computers
in Agriculture" seminars. The study tour was arranged
through the National Association of County Agricultural
Agents and sponsored by Dow Chemical Company.

Dr. Shirley O'Brien, human development specialist for
the University of Arizona School of Family and Consumer
Resources, was summoned to the White House in May to
attend the signing of a federal child protection law. The law
uses some information cited in O'Brien's 1983 book, Child
Pornography, which was developed from her Cooperative
Extension Service program about the topic. In the book,
she quotes estimates that the number of U.S. children
exploited or abused to make child pornography may be as
high as 600,000.
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